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ABSTRACT

2. MOTIVATION

There have been many advances in the area of routing in
wireless mesh networks and a multitude of routing algorithms
have been proposed. In the recent past, a class of routing
protocols called multipath routing has gained favour amongst
researchers. As opposed to uni path routing where one single
path is used to send data from a source to a destination, in
multipath routing, multiple paths are used to route data. The
idea of using multiple paths to deliver data lends itself well to
a wireless multihop network, given its broadcast nature and
high connectivity and can offer signiﬁcant advantages over
traditional single path routing – increased reliability, ability to
load balance data ﬂows which improves network
performance, allows quick recovery from route failures and
throughput aggregation. This paper provides brief overviews
of the protocols that employ this method and identiﬁes the
challenges involved in such a routing strategy.

Survey of multipath routing protocols for mobile ad hoc
networks are presented in [23, 1, 22, 15] but an examination
of multipath routing in WMNs is lacking in the literature.
Consequently, a representative set of multipath routing
protocols for WMNs is reviewed
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have assumed signiﬁcance
in recent years as a low cost and fast deploying wireless
connectivity solution. Their ease of deployment and self
conﬁguring, self-healing, highly reliable and fault tolerant
nature makes them suitable for applications such as broadband
home networking and community and enterprise wireless
networks. WMNs comprise wireless mesh routers and clients
and are classiﬁed into three broad categories– Infrastructure,
Client, and Hybrid [2]. Despite their advantages WMNs face
many challenges. They suffer from bandwidth limitations due
to interference on the wireless links which results in suboptimal network performance. WMNs are also afﬂicted with
link failure and faulty nodes more frequently than wired
networks. Single path routing solutions follow the “best path
to a destination” paradigm. However, this may result in the
best path being overloaded over time leaving other nodes
underutilised. An approach that balances the overall network
load is desirable. In recent years a class of routing protocols
has emerged that aim to better utilise network resources by
exploiting multiple paths that may exist between source and
destination. Such protocols distribute data amongst these
paths which load balances the trafﬁc, provides fault tolerance,
improves error resilience and make better use of network
resources. In this paper a review of multipath protocols for
wireless mesh networks is presented.

3. MULTIPATH ROUTING
Multipath routing deals with the problem of selecting diverse
paths between source and destination pairs and distributing
trafﬁc amongst these routes. In MANETs, multipath routing
was seen to increase aggregate bandwidth, provide better error
resilience, low latency in recovering from route failures and
load balancing [23]. Given the inherent similarities between
MANETs and WMNs, it was only natural that multipath
routing was adapted to the WMN scenario. WMNs are
envisioned to be used in application scenarios such as multimedia data transmission and VOIP applications and multipath
routing can provide signiﬁcant performance improvements
over traditional single path routing. The next section
elaborates on the advantages of multipath routing.

3.1 Advantages
3.1.1 Reliability.
Multipath routing can offer a high degree of reliability by
sending redundant data over alternate paths. In case of link
failure on one of the paths data may still reach the destination
via alternate routes. Schemes that discover multiple paths that
are spatially disjoint are more resilient in situations where
nodes in a certain area fail at the same time.
3.1.2 Load Balancing.
Multiple paths balance the load by carefully distributing
trafﬁc over them. Such a strategy, increases overall network
throughput by avoiding congested areas.
3.1.3 Low Latency.
In uni-path on-demand routing, detection of path breakage
leads to costly route discovery procedure and data
transmission is halted until a new route is found. In the
multipath scenario nodes simply switch to a backup route
eliminating the latency in route discovery.
3.1.4 Throughput Aggregation.
The data ﬂows over multiple paths can be aggregated to
provide services for bandwidth intensive applications such as
multimedia transmissions or VOIP communication. When a
single path cannot guarantee the bandwidth requirements of a
particular application, use of multiple paths to route data can
be a way to allow such applications to run in WMNs.

3.2 Components
There are three main elements in multipath routing, viz. Path
Discovery, Trafﬁc Distribution and Path Maintenance.
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3.2.1 Path Discovery.
The path discovery component is responsible for the selection
of multiple paths between source-destination pairs. Multiple
Paths are distinguished based on the property of
disjointedness. Node-disjoint paths have no intermediate
nodes in common and are resilient to node outages whereby
failure of certain nodes only breaks the paths that ﬂow
through those nodes. Link disjoint paths have no links in
common but may share nodes. They are not as reliable as
node-disjoint ones as failure of a node disrupts all links
incident on the node. Node-disjoint routes may not always be
available, especially in low node density WMNs. To
overcome this problem, Lee et al introduced the idea of using
maximally node disjoint paths in [14] where the number of
links they have in common is at a minimum.
3.2.2 Trafﬁc Distribution
There are three constituent parts of the trafﬁc distribution
component. They aim to answer three fundamental questions
respectively – How are the paths used? How is the trafﬁc
distributed between the paths? and What is the allocation
granularity?
Path usage determines whether all the discovered paths or a
subset are used and if they are used concurrently [3, 8, 10, 5]
or based on some other scheduling scheme such as the use of
the alternate path as a backup of the primary path [4].
Trafﬁc distribution is concerned with the quantum of data that
is apportioned to multiple paths. The aim is to balance the
load between the available routes. A uniform distribution
strategy such as a round robin scheme equally distributes the
available trafﬁc [17]. Whereas a non-uniform trafﬁc
distribution scheme decides the amount of trafﬁc allotted to
each path as a function of certain metrics such as the
congestion level of nodes along the path [16, 13].
Allocation granularity, decides whether the traffic is to be
distributed on a per packet [9] or per connection basis. Per
connection means that all packets of a connection are sent
along the same chosen path. Per packet allocation strategy on
the other hand, may choose different paths for different
packets. Krishnan et al have shown that per packet allocation
allows ﬁner control of network resources and therefore
provides better performance [12].
3.2.3 Path Maintenance.
Wireless links are unreliable and paths found during the
discovery phase may cease to exist due to node or link
failures. Path maintenance deals with the discovery of
alternate paths when existing paths fail. Path discovery
procedures may be initiated either when one path fails or it
may be delayed till all paths fail. The latter strategy adds
latency and may be unsuitable for QoS sensitive applications,
while the former entails performing path discovery every time
a single route fails which incurs high control overheads. A
suitable trade-off must be chosen by the routing protocol.

3.3 Issues in Multipath Routing
While there are many beneﬁts of multipath routing, challenges
still have to be addressed. It has been argued that unless a
large number of paths are discovered load-balancing in
multipath routing may not be achieved [6]. However, it has
also been shown that such conclusions may be valid only for
scenarios where nodes continuously send data to other nodes
via shortest paths [8] and trafﬁc patterns in WMNs do not

belong to this model as data ﬂows primarily from nodes to
gateways.
Traditional TCP does not perform well when multiple paths
are used to route data [7, 11]. Packets of a ﬂow routed through
multiple paths may arrive out of sequence at the destination,
leading TCP to assume congestion and trigger congestion
control by reducing the data transmission rate. Another
problem is that when multiple paths are used each path will
have a different round trip time (RTT) which leads to
inaccuracies in TCPs RTT estimation. To overcome these
problems some researchers have suggested the use of
multipath aware TCP such as SCTP [18] and have contended
that such TCP coupled with multipath routing leads to
signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts.
Another serious problem afﬂicting multipath strategies is that
of route coupling. It occurs when multiple paths of a ﬂow lie
close to each other, typically along the shortest path, resulting
in inter-path interference. To overcome the negative effects of
route-coupling, solutions such as using multiple channels to
build contention-free paths [19] and use of directional antenna
[20] have been proposed. However such solutions require
additional resources which may not be feasible. Schemes such
as [8] aim to tackle the route-coupling problem by using a two
round route discovery process to establish a protective region
of “in-region nodes” around the primary path. Others use
interfering links to provide a protection path around the
primary path [10]. Still others make sure that paths are
sufﬁciently spaced apart in terms of spatial distance to ensure
that they are inter-path interference free [5].

4. OVERVIEW OF MULTIPATH
ROUTING ALGORITHMS
4.1 MMESH
Nandiraju et al present a multipath hybrid routing protocol
coupled with a trafﬁc splitting algorithm that load balances
the trafﬁc [17]. MRs on receiving gateway advertisement
messages set up paths to these gateways in order of their
performance based on a metric (such as ETT, load etc. . .)
MRs then send a PARENT NOTIFICATION message
containing information of all chosen routes, to their parent
MRs from whom they have received the advertisements. In
this manner child MRs notify their parent MRs which paths to
use for forwarding trafﬁc and also enables parent MRs to
establish reverse routes to the child. CHILD NOTIFICATION
messages is then sent by the parent MR to all MRs that are
part of the selected routes which is propagated all the way to
the gateways. This notiﬁcation informs all intermediate MRs
of child MR and the path to reach the child MR. In this
manner multiple routes from MRs to gateways are
constructed. Route maintenance is done by MRs periodically
monitoring the paths that pass through it and immediately
informing its neighbours if it encounters new or stale routes.
On detection of a failed next hop an MR suspends the transfer
of data through the node for a threshold time pending the
recovery of the node when the route is made active again. If
the node does not recover within the threshold time the source
is notiﬁed via a route error message.
MMESH offers two methods for trafﬁc distribution – the ﬁrst
is the round robin scheduling scheme that routes every packet
to a different next hop. The second method adds a congestion
aware component that looks at the average queue length of the
next hop node and based on the load sends the packet or
temporarily skips that node and uses an alternate route.
However, the protocol does not address the route coupling
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problem. It is designed for a single radio mesh network and
therefore does not exploit the beneﬁts of multi-radio
architecture. Furthermore it does not support splitting of data
of a single ﬂow to multiple gateways.
The authors analyse the working of the protocol through
simulations. They show that in comparison to the ADOV
protocol, throughput of ﬂow increase signiﬁcantly when
congestion aware MMESH is used.

4.2 ASMRP

MRs assigning labels to the routes and sending out these
labels in periodic announcement, avoiding the large network
overhead of source routing protocols.
ASMRP provides improvement over MMESH due of the use
of multiple radios which mitigates the problem of route
coupling. However the extent of the improvement depends on
the channel assignment scheme employed. By authorising
intermediate nodes to route data over to alternate routes when
a node or link failure is detected, ASMRP provides local
recovery from route failures which improves its performance
vis-sa-vis similar protocols. A big disadvantage however, is
that it does not support multiple gateways. NS-2 simulator is
used to compare the performance of ASMRP with AODV,
MMESH, MMR, and CAM-ASMRP. ASMRP provides better
aggregate network throughput than the other protocols. It also
outperforms other protocols with regards to packet delay due
to the use of multiple radios that can provide full duplex
transmissions. By using congestion aware trafﬁc distribution
strategy, ASMRP provides better packet loss ratios and
increases reliability of data delivery.

4.2.1 CPR
Fig. 1. ASMRP Neighbour state machine [16]
Nandiraju et al extend MMESH to a multi-radio mesh
architecture and present an Adaptive State-based Multi-radio
Multi-channel Multipath Routing Protocol (ASMRP) [16].
The mesh network is modelled as a multi-level hierarchical
structure with the gateways at level 0. MRs below the
gateway are assigned levels based on the hop distance from
the gateway. Each MR is equipped with four radios - One
radio is used for connecting the router with its client nodes.
Another is used to send and receive broadcast messages and
the remaining two radios are used for sending and receiving
data. The receiving radio is tuned to a ﬁxed channel while the
sending radio is switchable and keeps changing channels. To
communicate, a MR tunes its sending radio to the channel on
which the receiver radio of the peer router is operating by
consulting a Neighbour Channel Table (NCT) that is
maintained in each MR. The NCT records the channel
frequency neighbouring MRs receiver radio are tuned to.
Route setup and trafﬁc distribution are based on MMESH.
Additionally, ASMRP uses a state machine to maintain
multiple routes. MRs can exist in any of the states depicted in
ﬁgure 1 and transitions occur when certain conditions are
satisﬁed. MRs transition from one state to another when
certain conditions are satisﬁed. A node is in the initial state
“I” when it boots. On receipt of any HELLO message
(condition C1), a MR moves to the neighbour candidate (NC)
state and it can be used as a potential next hop. An MR is in
the neighbour (N) state when the link between it and the
current MR is stable. MRs transit to this state when a number
of HELLO messages are received from it (condition C2). A
neighbour of an MR enters the Short-term history bad (SH
BAD) state when its link with the MR is not stable for short
period of time (condition C3). When a neighbour enters this
state all routes through it is temporarily disabled till the link
improves again and the node moves back to N state. However
if an MR has no other route it will still use the SH BAD
neighbour to route data. LH BAD is the state of a neighbour
when the link from the MR to it is bad over a longer period of
time (condition C4). In such an event all routes through the
affected neighbour is deleted from the neighbour list and the
MR looks to form alternate routes. By designating a state to
each MR, ASMRP determines which nodes may be used to
route data. Another optimisation ASMRP proposes is to store
routes and additional state information in the intermediate

A concurrent path routing algorithm – 2CPR, is proposed in
[3] that seeks to minimise the route coupling problem. It seeks
to construct two routing paths from a source to two gateways
such that packets can be transmitted concurrently with
minimum inter-path interference. Figure 2 shows two paths
from source S to gateways 1 and 2. Nodes b 1 and b2 are the
ﬁrst nodes in the two paths that are outside the interference
range of S and are known as boundary nodes. Nodes c1 and c2
known as a critical pair, are nodes in the two paths such that
the transmissions in the sub-paths 𝑐1 → 𝑏1 and 𝑐2 → 𝑏2 are
interference free from each other. Consequently paths from
nodes to two gateways in a mesh network can be viewed as a
concatenation of three sub paths.
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑆 → 𝑐𝑖 ⨁𝑐𝑖 → 𝑏𝑖 ⨁𝑏𝑖 → 𝐺𝑖
As sub paths 𝑆 → 𝑐1 and 𝑆 → 𝑐2 interfere with each other
and

Fig 2. 2CPR from Source S to Gateways 1 and 2. Circle
and dotted circle represent interference ranges of source S
and node c2 [3]
cannot be activated simultaneously, packets will take a total
time 𝑡(𝑆 → 𝑐1 ) + 𝑡(𝑆 → 𝑐2 ) to reach the critical nodes from
the source. Sub paths 𝑐1 → 𝑏1 and 𝑐2 → 𝑏2 can be activated
simultaneously since they are outside the interference range of
each other and therefore packets travelling along these sub
paths will take time max {𝑡(𝑐1 → 𝑏1 ), ( 𝑐2 → 𝑏2 )} to reach
the boundary nodes. Therefore the total expected forwarding
times for two packets to travel from source to the boundary
nodes in two paths can be expressed as X
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𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝐸𝐹𝑇 𝐸 =

𝑡 𝑆 → 𝐶𝑖 + max{𝑡 𝑐𝑖 → 𝑏𝑖 }
𝑝 𝑖 𝜖𝐸

𝑝 𝑖 𝜖𝐸

where, 𝐸 = {𝑝𝑖 : 𝑖 = 1,2}. The time taken by the packets to
reach the gateways from the boundary nodes is determined by
the sub path that has the maximum end-to-end delay and is
expressed by
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐸𝐹𝑇 𝐸 = max{𝑡 𝑏𝑖 → 𝐺𝑖 }
𝑝𝑖 𝜖𝐸

Consequently the metric for selecting two concurrent paths
can be expressed as
2𝐶𝑃𝑀(𝐸) = (1 − 𝛼). 𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝐸𝐹𝑇(𝐸) + 𝛼. 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐸𝐹𝑇(𝐸)
The protocol proposes a solution for the route coupling
problem but does not allow for local recovery in case of route
failures. Comparisons through simulations with 2SPR and
AODV-DM show that 2CPR increases the probability of
ﬁnding routing paths for a source S and when the network has
high node density, 2CPR improves network throughput by a
signiﬁcant amount.

4.3 AODV-DM
Hu & Lee present an AODV based multipath routing protocol
that constructs node-disjoint multiple paths in [8]. Route
coupling is avoided by constructing an insulating region
around the primary path by following a two round routediscovery process. To discover the primary path a route
request (RREQ) packet is ﬂooded in the network.
Intermediate nodes on receiving the RREQ record the
information in their routing table and re-broadcast only the
ﬁrst received RREQ. The destination may receive multiple
RREQ from different paths but will only respond to the
RREQ that arrived on the shortest path via a primary route
reply (pRREP) packet. This shortest path is now designated as
the primary path. The pRREP is propagated back to the source
by following the shortest path via which it had arrived.
Intermediate nodes broadcast the pRREP to their neighbour
nodes who mark themselves as “in-region” nodes. When the
pRREP reaches the source a primary path is established
together with the “in-region” nodes that form an insulating
region around the primary path. Nodes in the in-region then
broadcast region protection (RPRT) packets.

in a manner similar to that of pRREP, the exception being that
a node receiving the sRREP does not mark itself as an “inregion” node. On receipt of the sRREP intermediate nodes
broadcast the packet and are removed from their neighbours
routing tables. This is shown via dashed lines in ﬁgure 3.
When a node receives a sRREP but cannot ﬁnd a node in its
RREQ table to forward the packet to it sends a route reply
rejection (RREJ) packet to the sRREP sender which then tries
other entries in its RREQ table. The authors propose a path
aware SCTP scheme to partner the AODV-DM protocol.
Speciﬁcally the authors recommend path-based congestion
control techniques be used to support concurrent use of
multiple paths.
The protocol addresses the route coupling problem but the
two round route discovery method adds high latency. The use
of the insulating region removes a number of nodes from
being able to forward data which makes it unsuitable for
sparse networks. Another disadvantage of the protocol is that
it does not recover from link failures locally. In case a node
fails a route reject (RREJ) packet is sent back to the sender to
ask it to try other routes. Using OPNET, the authors compare
their protocol with AODV and AODVM under different
scenarios. With UDP trafﬁc under different transmission rates
it was shown that AODV-DM provides better success rates
and end to end packet delays. With path aware SCTP, the
congestion window oscillation is seen to be reduced under
AODV-DM than with AODVM. AODV-DM is also seen to
provide better goodput than AODV.

4.4 MHRP
MHRP [21] is a hybrid routing protocol for WMNs that
incorporates both reactive and proactive elements. It
comprises four components.

Fig. 4. MHRP Architecture [21]

Fig. 3. Separation of primary and secondary paths in
AODV-DM. [8]
Neighbours outside the insulating region that receive the
RPRT packets remove the in-region nodes from their routing
table to prevent future RREPs from entering this region.
Figure 3 shows an illustration of AODV-DM depicting the
separation of the primary and secondary paths by the
insulating region. After the establishment of the primary path
the destination responds to other RREQs by sending a
secondary route reply (sRREP). sRREPs are propagated back

Intra Region Routing Protocol (IRRP): IRRP, a multipath
variation of AODV functions within the ad hoc client mesh
network of a hybrid WMN. An Intermediate node receives
RREQs from a source via multiple paths. It processes the
RREQ packets to create multiple reverse paths to the source
and forwards the RREQs. When sending a RREP a destination
creates multiple disjoint routes to the source. When a route
fails an alternate route is computed at the intermediate node
decreasing route recovery latency.
Router Infrastructure Routing Protocol (RIRP): The proactive
RIRP is used for routing packets in the relatively static
backbone section of WMN. It periodically sends HELLO
packets to keep up-to-date routes in the mesh routers. Each
node maintains multiple paths to all other nodes in the
backbone and selects the best path for routing data. Link
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failures result in a node choosing an alternate route from its
routing table.

𝑊1 (𝑒) =

𝐵(𝑒)
𝐵𝑟

Region Gateway Protocol (RGP): When nodes in two ad hoc
regions need to communicate, RGP is used. RGP creates
multiple paths between them by getting routing information
from RIRP and IRRP as shown in ﬁgure 5. When RGP
receives a route request message from a node in the source ad
hoc region (message 1) it uses RIRP and IRRP to get route
information of the mesh backbone and destination ad hoc
region respectively (message 2,3 and message 4,5). With the
acquired information RGP constructs multiple routes and
sends them to source (message 6).
Route Maintenance Protocol is responsible for the
maintenance of routes and for providing alternate routes
whenever required.

Fig. 6. Primary and Protection Path of DIPRO [10]

Fig. 5. Flow of route message within MHRP routing
components [21]
MHRP routes data by following a three stage procedure. In
the ﬁrst stage IRRP is used to check if the route request by a
source can be replied to by a node in the ad hoc region. If not
the request is forwarded to RGP running on the router
connected to the ad hoc region. If the destination is in another
ad hoc region, RGP uses RIRP to determine if a route exists to
the destination ad hoc region. If so, RGP queries the IRRP of
the destination ad hoc region to ﬁnd routes to the node. In the
second stage, the complete routes from source to destination
are constructed with the acquired information. Lastly in the
ﬁnal stage, a route reply containing the multiple paths is sent
back to the source.
MHRP allows nodes to select alternative routes from their
routing table when link failures are detected both in the ad hoc
region and the backbone mesh. This affords faster recovery
from route failures. However it does not address the route
coupling problem. Simulations show that MHRP provides
better throughout than other contemporary routing protocols.
MHRP eliminates the need for periodic authentication and
consequently decreases routing overhead.

4.5 DIPRO
Interference is one of the chief causes of sub-optimal
performance of WMNs. Recent studies have concentrated on
methods to avoid interference. But contrary to the traditional
approach, DIPRO [10] utilises interfering links in the vicinity
of the primary path to provide a protection path for it. This is
based on the premise that the primary and protection paths are
never used at the same time. The protection path acts as a
separator between primary paths thereby reducing interference
and improving performance. To decrease the consumption of
links as protection paths, DIPRO re-uses one protection link
to protect many primary paths. To ﬁnd a primary path for a
request, each edge in the network is assigned an edge weight

where 𝐵(𝑒), is the residual bandwidth and 𝐵𝑟 is the requested
bandwidth. Then the shortest path algorithm is used to
determine the primary path. If a primary path cannot be found
the request is dropped. Once a primary path is determined, a
protection path is found for it. The protection path uses the
interfered edges of the primary path. First all links that are
part of any primary path are removed from the computation of
a protection path. Then for each remaining edge e, an
interference degree 𝐼(𝑒), is calculated, which is the number of
edges on the primary path that interferes with e together with
a re-usability value 𝑈(𝑒), which indicates how many times it
has been used as a protection link. Based on these values
weight
𝐵𝑟
1
1
𝑊2 = 𝛼.
+ 𝛽.
+ 𝛾.
𝐵(𝑒)
𝐼 𝑒 +1
𝑈 𝑒 +1
is assigned to each edge 𝑒. Apart from the interference degree
and reusability value the weight also includes the bandwidth
ratio. The inﬂuence of the three components on the overall
metric is controlled by giving each factor a weight 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾
respectively. Using the assigned weights a shortest path
algorithm is used to ﬁnd the protection path. If no such
protection path is found the request is dropped.
Figure 6 shows two primary and protection paths discovered
by DIPRO. Primary paths 𝐴 → 𝐵 → 𝐶 and 𝐴 → 𝐻 → 𝐼 →
𝐽 → 𝐸 are separated by protection paths 𝐴 → 𝐺 → 𝐹 →
𝐷 → 𝐶 and 𝐴 → 𝐺 → 𝐹 → 𝐸. Links 𝐴 → 𝐺 and 𝐺 → 𝐹
are reused by the protection paths. By reusing links, DIPRO
improves over AODVDM in network resource utilisation.
Also by separating the primary paths using a protection path,
DIPRO minimises the route coupling problem. However, in
case of failure of the primary path, protection paths are used
as a backup route and in such situations inter-path interference
may occur.
DIPRO uses two metrics to evaluate the scheme- satisﬁed
ratio and running time. A request is satisﬁed when link
disjoint paths can be found for it. Satisﬁed ratio is the measure
of the number of satisﬁed requests to the total number of
dynamic requests. Running time is the time taken to satisfy a
request. Through simulations under different scenarios of
varying node density, the authors show that DIPRO performs
better than DPR and AODV with regards to the two above
metrics.
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4.6 PATR
Path-Alternation based Throughput Regulator (PATR) [4],
uses multipath routing to increase the reliability of TCP
connections in WMNs. Two paths– primary and alternate are
constructed and PATR switches to the alternate path, when it
encounters congestion in the primary path. Trafﬁc is then
routed through the alternate path which avoids congested
areas and ensures robust connections. PATR enhances RMAODV, the on demand routing component of Hybrid Wireless
Mesh Protocol (HWMP), used in 802.11s mesh networks, to
support multipath routing. The enhanced protocol called MRMAODV combines the approaches of AODVM [24] and
AODV-DM [8] to create node disjoint paths. Like AODVM a
route request (RREQ) table stores the incoming RREQs. Extra
ﬁelds such as “alm” and “one-hop-alm” are added to the table
to enable layer 2 radio aware routing. The route reply (RREP)
packet is also appended with additional ﬁelds – “reroutemark”, “inregion-count”, “upstream-node” and “primarypaths-ﬂag”. These ﬁelds assist in the discovery of multiple
paths, and in the separation of the primary path from the
alternate path by an isolating region as in AODV-DM (see
ﬁgure 3). Once multiple paths are constructed and trafﬁc
begins to ﬂow through the primary path, the source station
(STA) monitors the connection for congestion. Congestion
detection is done by TCP Vegas by monitoring the round trip
time (RTT). Once congestion is detected the source STA
initiates alternate path switch by transmitting a rate-based
congestion detection (RCDN) message to the mesh access
point (MAP) to which it is associated. The MAP then diverts
data to the alternate path and informs the source STA through
a path-alternation notiﬁcation (PAN) If the primary path fails
or if congestion is detected, it is the source that performs path
switching. Therefore local recovery from path failure is not
possible in PATR. Through simulations in NS2 the authors
show that TCP connections are more stable and robust with
part.

4.7 MRDWMN
Long Le [13] present a multipath routing design for WMNs,
for optimising throughput, taking into account, interference
and channel load of links. The design consists of ﬁve
components: topology discovery, resource discovery,
multipath computation, path setup and maintenance and
multipath forwarding. OLSR is used for topology discovery
and it allows the protocol to create a network graph. In
resource discovery phase, periodic broadcast of HELLO
messages allows nodes to deduce the channel load of their
one-hop neighbours. Nodes then piggyback this information
on OLSR’s Topology Control messages which allows a node
to derive estimations of available bandwidth at other nodes.
Using this information the multipath computation algorithm
seeks to ﬁnd less frequently used paths that can provide a
minimum bandwidth guarantee. For every source, the
algorithm starts by ﬁnding the neighbour that has the lowest
visit count, which can provide the minimum bandwidth
required. If such a node is found the node is added to the path
and its visit counter is increment and the local bandwidth
estimation of the node is reduced by the minimum bandwidth.
The reduction of bandwidth allows trafﬁc to be routed through
nodes that can provide the minimum bandwidth required.
Also the algorithm increments the visit counter to ensure that
less frequented nodes are chosen. The found node is then
processed similarly until the destination is reached at which
point the path is added to the path set. A reverse path is also
maintained by keeping track of the parent of each chosen node
along the path. Once multiple paths are selected a path setup

message is sent along each path. An intermediate node on
receiving the message inserts a new entry for this path in its
path table and forwards it to the next node. In this manner the
path setup message propagates along the path and arrives at
the destination which then sends a path conﬁrm packet back to
the source. This completes the path setup process and data can
now be transmitted along this path. Path setup messages
additionally assist in congestion signalling. Two ﬁelds in the
path setup message contain information on the amount of data
the source intends to send which informs intermediate nodes
of the source’s bandwidth requirements and about the
available bandwidth at the bottleneck node along the path.
Initially this second ﬁeld is initialised to inﬁnity and each
node along the path decrements the value if it detects itself to
be the bottleneck. The ﬁnal information about the bottleneck
node is sent back to the source by the destination via the
previously mentioned path conﬁrm packet. The source uses
this information to calculate the quantum of data trafﬁc to be
allotted to each of the multiple paths. The negative effects on
TCP performance is countered by not splitting burst data into
different paths. This allows the packets of the burst data to
arrive in sequence at the receiver. If however data packets do
arrive out of order, a packet buffer maintained at the
destination for a certain interval, which allows data to be
reordered before it is handed to TCP. The design does not
allow for local recovery. If a path fails, it is the source that has
to decide which alternate path should be used next. As with
other protocols suffering from the problem, it adds latency to
the process of recovery after a path failure. Also, the design
does not provide a mechanism to deal with the route coupling
problem.
Comparison of the design with OLSR in the NS-2 simulator
shows that throughput is greatly increased. The authors also
make a comparison between OLSR and MRDWMN with
HTTP trafﬁc and analyse the response times. Here too,
MRDWMN outperforms OLSR.

4.8 SDMR

Fig. 7. Spatial Separation in SDMR using PCA [5]
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Table 1. Comparision of Multipath Routing Protocols for WMNs

Spatially Disjoint Multipath Routing (SDMR) [5] computes
spatially disjoint paths without the help of location
information. The route coupling phenomena is minimized and
the network is resilient against regional node failures where

nodes of an entire region fail at the same time. Following an
OLSR like approach, the connectivity graph is constructed by
the source, on-demand, using connectivity information
obtained from the set of multi-point relays (MPRs) and the
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destination. The information is acquired by ﬂooding Topology
Request (TREQs) messages. MPRss reply by sending their 1hop neighbour set in a Topology Reply (TREP) message. The
1-hop neighbour set is sent only if the set has changed since
the last request from source S. Once the source receives
TREPs for all destinations it builds a topology graph to feed
to the path calculation algorithm (PCA) which computes a
pair of spatially disjoint paths. As the number of nodes in a
network grows the computation of all possible paths between
two nodes grows exponentially. PCA employs a heuristic
approach that reduces the number of candidate paths from a
source to a destination and from this reduced set derives a pair
of spatially disjoint paths. To compute the reduced set of
paths, PCA identiﬁes generating nodes such that these nodes
are equidistant in terms of number of hops to the source and
destination (ﬁgure 7 (a)). The resultant shortest paths
connecting the generating nodes to the source and destination
will be small in number. A brute force approach is then
applied to ﬁnd a pair of disjoint paths (ﬁgure 7 (b)). The
algorithm then proceeds to improve the solution by ﬁnding
paths that are close to this pair as there can be multiple
shortest paths between two nodes. It generates all shortest
paths connecting the generating nodes to the source and
destination and chooses the best pair of paths (ﬁgure 7 (c)). To
increase spatial separation at the two endpoints of the path,
the algorithm keeps the inner part of the path and connects the
source and the destination to their previously unused two-hop
neighbours (ﬁgure 7 (d)). This gives a new set of paths from
which the pair that is most disjoint is arrived at (ﬁgure 7 (e)).
By routing data through spatially separated pair of paths,
SDMR, outperforms OLSR, AODV and AOMDV. However,
in low density WMNs it may not find spatially disjoint paths
in WMNs. Also, near the source and destination the degree of
spatial separation achieved may be very low. Another
limitation is that it does not allow for local recovery. If a link
fails, the source nodes are informed via route error messages
(RERR) so that they may direct traffic through alternate paths
increasing the delay in delivering traffic. The protocol does
not deal with out of order arrival of packets which degrades
TCP performance. Compared to AODV and AODVM, SDMR
generates much fewer number of RREQ and RREP messages.
SDMR has similar packet deliver ratio as AODV in the face
of node mobility. In fact in SDMR packet delivery rates drops
at a faster than in AODV when there is node mobility.
However, SDMR provides a large degree of spatial separation
between multiple paths.

5. DISCUSSION
Multipath routing offers considerable gains over single path
routing but at the cost of increased complexity and routing
overhead. As packets are distributed between multiple paths,
they may arrive at the destination out of sequence. Unless
special measures are adopted to reassemble the out of order
packets, it can have a detrimental effect on TCP performance.
But we show that most multipath routing algorithms ignore
this aspect [17, 16, 3, 21, 5]. A good multipath routing
protocol must therefore take into consideration the effect it
has on TCP and also deal with route-coupling, provide load
balancing, and fault tolerance with low control overhead.
Some schemes aim to solve the route-coupling problem by
creating a protection region of nodes around the primary path
as in [8] while others use the very paths interfering with the
primary path to provide protection to it [10]. These strategies
may, however lead to increased latency in the route discovery
process and may also not be suitable for sparse WMNs where
depleted node density does not afford nodes to be used as
guards for the primary path. Other protocols that aim to

discover node disjoint or spatially node disjoint paths [5] may
also not be suitable for sparse WMNs for the same reason.
Multipath routing protocols must also exploit the unique
characteristic of WMNs, like use of multi-radio [16] which
mitigates the effects of interference and also have the ability
to split trafﬁc to multiple gateways. One of the beneﬁts of
multipath routing is its ability to recover from route failures
quickly. However protocols must explicitly ensure that such
recovery is possible. [17, 16, 21, 4] allow intermediate nodes
to switch transmission to an alternate path on detection of
route failures, while [13, 5] inform the source node of failures,
which then has to choose an alternate route, which slows the
process of recovery. It has been shown that none of the
protocols provide a holistic solution taking into account all
these factors. Given that there are a large number of trade-offs
involved, designing a routing protocol that comprehensively
addresses all issues is a challenging task and remains and
open research issue. Table 1 shows a comparison matrix that
provides an overview of the protocols and can help in
identifying the strength and weaknesses of each.

6. CONCLUSION
In this survey a representative set of multipath routing
algorithms for wireless mesh networks have been analysed. It
has been shown that all protocols do not address all the issues
of multipath routing and a unifying solution remains elusive.
This study can serve as a ready reference for the protocols
analysed and be a starting point for new researchers in the
area of multipath routing design for WMNs. As the ﬁeld of
multipath routing in wireless mesh networks is ever changing
and new protocols are invented, future work could extend the
study to include the advances in the area.
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